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FIELD TRIP OVERVIEW
This is the seventh in a series of field trips sponsored by the Ice Age Floods Institute
that are designed to examine different areas of the Pacific Northwest affected by one of
the most dramatic events of geologic history--the catastrophic floods from glacial Lake
Missoula during the not-so-long-ago Ice Age. The trip begins in Spokane and visits
sites that follow the flood path through the Spokane River valley and up onto the north
edge of the Columbia Plateau and into the Cheney-Palouse Scabland tract (Fig. 1).
The trip begins high up on the Dishman Hills (Stop 1) for an overview of the Missoula
flow paths in the region. Only a selected few of the many possible field trip stops in the
area are described in this road guide. A few of the other possible stops are only
briefly described as "drive-by geology" at or below legal speed limits! The basalt
ridge that crosses the Spokane Valley in the downtown area forms the lip of Spokane
Falls and is geologically extremely important and would make an excellent stop for
those who want to discover more of the fascinating geology of the region. The ridge
helps protect the abundant upstream flood deposits from erosion. Thus a clearer
picture of the flood history of the Spokane Valley can be deciphered. An additional
significant benefit is that these preserved sediments contain the incredible Spokane
Aquifer that provides the city and valley with some of the best drinking water in the
nation.
The trip follows the Missoula floods up and out of the Spokane Valley to the West
Spokane Plain where the westward and more cont ined flow in the Spokane Valley
spread out on the surface of the basalt plateau. The highly erosive flow of flood water
exiting the Spokane Valley lost much of its capacity to carry sediment and blanketed '
the West Spokane Plain with flood sediment displaying what is likely the largest
complex of giant ripple marks or current dunes (Stop 2) along the Missoula flood path.
Tephra layers elsewhere in the current dune complex indicate that at least one
overland flood occurred after the deposition of Mount St. Helens set S tephra 13,000
years ago (Stradling and Kiver, 1986). Thin post-flood loess covers much of the area
last inundated by the Missoula floods. Floodwaters on the West Spokane Plain were
mostly directed southwest into the Cheney-Palouse Scabland tract and the Palouse
River drainage. However, some water flowed west and southwest into channels that
fed into the Crab Creek drainage.
On route to Stop 2 (giant current ripples) and at Stop 3 (Granite Lake) the effects of the
resistant rock forming the steptoe barriers in the Cheney-Four Lakes-Medical Lake
area will be observed. An overview at the head of the Cheney-Palouse Scabland tract
from a hill along the east edge of a loess island on the Eastern Washington University
campus (Stop 4) will highlight the local geography and flood story. A lunch break will
be made at Turnbull National Wildlife Refuge, another excellent area to observe the
effects of the Missoula floods.
The first afternoon stop will continue to "follow the flow" and examine the dryfalls and
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Figure 1. Generalized location of fieldtrip stops.
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receding cataract canyon by Williams Lake (Stop 5). Reversing directions, the trip will
head north towards the source of the flood water and examine a flood gravel deposit
containing unusually large boulders (Stop 6). The trip will continue to "battle the flow"
moving upstream to Cheney and northeast along the Fish Lake channel where a stop
(Stop 7) is planned at the Columbia Plateau State Park trail head and where the
significance of this partly completed trail to the Ice Age Floods story will be discussed.
Continuing north along the Fish Lake channel Stop 8 will enable participants to
observe excellent exposures of the interior of a large pendant-bar complex.
Continuing north an overview of part of Latah (Hangman) Creek will be made from the
top of the Qualchan Hills (Stop 9). A short stop will be made at Campion Park (Stop
lQ) to examine late Wisconsin and pre-late Wisconsin glacial lake silts and clays,
slackwater silts and sands, and flood sands and gravels. Pre-latest Wisconsin (Meyer,
1999; Meyer and others, 1999) stream incision caused a slope failure that is currently
vividly exposed. Stop 11 is near Qualchan Golf Course in an undercut bank along
Latah Creek where the recognition of strong evidence for multiple floods separated by
demonstrable time intervals was first recognized (Stradling and others, 1980; Kiver
and Stradling, 1981; Rigby, 1982; and Waitt, 1984) . Intercalated flood sands and lake
beds indicate that at least 15 late or pre-latest Wisconsin floods occurred. These are
in turn unconformably overlain by subaerially deposited flood sediments capped by
sand and silt rhythmites. This remarkable sequence is spectacularly exposed in an
undercut bank along Latah Creek.
GEOLOGIC SETTING
The stratigraphic relations of the major regional rock and Quaternary sedimentary
units is diagrammatically illustrated in Figure 2 and will be helpful in following the brief
summary of geologic history presented here. The deposition of Proterozoic age Belt
Supergroup rocks in a subsiding basin occurred here about 1200 million years (Ma)
ago. Steptoe Butte and other buttes along the northern and eastern edges of the
Columbia lntermontane Province are connected in the subsurface with Proterozoic,
early Paleozoic, and Mesozoic rocks of the nearby Northern Rocky Mountains.
Mesozoic mountain building and Laramide (40-60 Ma) and post-Laramide uplifts
produced the major mountain topography of eastern Washington. Copious volumes of
the mantle-derived Columbia River Basalt filled the valleys and covered the lower hills
up to a present elevation of about 2450 feet (750 m) in a series of lava flows that
mostly occurred between 14. 5-16. 5 Ma. The climatic extremes, especially during
glacial retreat and the warmer intervals in the Pleistocene Epoch produced sparse
plant cover that permitted wind-blown silt (loess) to blanket the Columbia Plateau and
surrounding environs (Busacca, 1991 ). The catastrophic failures of ice-dammed
glacial Lake Missoula sent torrents of water repeatedly through the Spokane Valley
and across the now world-famous area known as the Channeled Scabland.
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Figure 2. Composite cross section showing generalized stratigraphic
relations of geologic units in the Spokane-Cheney area.
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Figure 3. Map of the Channeled Scabland showing selected Pleistocene
features.
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MISSOULA FLOODS
Because of the peculiar arrangement of major topographic elements in the
mountainous area of northern Idaho, a lobe of the Cordilleran ice sheet was able to
block the Clark Fork drainage near Lake Pend Oreille numerous times during the
Pleistocene. A number of huge ice-dammed lakes (glacial Lake Missoula) were
repeatedly formed only to experience catastrophic failures that sent massive volumes
of water down the Purcell Trench, into the Spokane Valley, and thence overland
across the Columbia Plateau (Fig. 3). These floods and their effects in the Spokane
Valley and especially in the northern part of the Cheney-Palouse Scabland Tract are
the subject of this guidebook.

J Harlan Bretz (1923) was the first to comprehend the significance of the unusual
topographic and depositional features in the eastern Washington area. Because the
flood waters appeared to emanate from the Spokane Valley, Bretz named this event
the Spokane Flood. Later the source of the flood water was determined to be an icedammed lake that filled the Missoula basin and its tributaries, the resulting floods are
thus called the Lake Missoula f loads. Others have suggested that these f loads be
called the Bretz floods in honor of the pioneering work and insight of this remarkable
geologist. The volume of this Ice-Age lake is estimated to be more than 500 cubic
miles (2000 km3) or approximately one half of the volume of Lake Michigan!
Although the main flood route from the Lake Pend Oreille area followed the Rathdrum
Prairie to the Spokane Valley, a secondary more northerly flow route developed in late
Wisconsin time when the Purcell lobe was less extensive. The unleashed waters of '
Lake Missoula blasted across the Purcell Trench and split into a northern and
southern component. The newly opened flood path west to Newport and north to
Cusick along the Pend Oreille River (Fig. 4) permitted Missoula floodwater to take a
circuitous route and eventually flow south into the Little Spokane River drainage
where most of it rejoined the main flood flow north of the Five Mile Prairie-Hillyard area
in the Spokane Valley. However, flood water also flowed northward down the Pend
Oreille River valley following the retreat of the Pend Oreille glacial lobe as well as
westward over a drainage divide into the Colville Valley.
CATASTROPHIC FLOOD FEATURES
As episodic floods roared through valleys and across the Columbia Plateau, their
ability to erode and deposit changed in response to changes in water flow conditions
and channel changes. Channel narrowing increased energy levels and therefore
erosion; whereas spreading water produced an energy decrease that resulted in at
least some deposition of bedload. Flood sediments range from boulders to silt
particles and often occur in distinct landforms such as pendant, eddy, expansion, and
shoulder bars (Fig. 5). Decreasing flow energy associated with expansion bars often
produces giant ripple marks (giant current dunes or giant current ripples) whose
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Figure 4. Flow paths of late floods in the northeastern Washingtonnorthern Idaho region. Modified from Kiver and Stradling,
1982.
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wavelengths in the West Spokane Plain area can be up to 600 feet (183 m) long and
whose amplitudes are up to 30 feet (9 m) high. Such bar forms did not form during the
passage of Missoula floods into the waters of glacial Lake Columbia (Kiver and
Stradling, 1995) and therefore, where present, are considered to be landforms
deposited by floods coursing over a subaerial landscape.
Features produced by flood erosion include loess islands, bedrock buttes, closed
depressions, dryfalls, and canyons. Beginning with a blanket deposit of loess over the
Columbia Plateau and a few pre-flood stream channels (Fig. 6a), repeated flooding
will produce a Loess Island Stage or condition (Fig. 6b). If flow energy is great enough
a Butte and Basin·· (Fig. 6c) and perhaps a Recessional Cataract condition (Fig. 6d)
could develop.
Floodwaters entering the wide fault-controlled Spokane Valley (part of the Lewis and
Clark lineament which splits the Spokane Gneiss Dome), especially when the
Spokane Valley was partly filled by glacial Lake Columbia or glacial Lake Spokane,
were mostly in a depositional mode and deposited as much as 625 feet (190 m) of
coarse sand and gravel that now makes up the Spokane aquifer. Groundwater
movement through the aquifer is unusually swift moving as much as 30 feet (9 m) per
day in the center of the valley and is very sensitive to spills and other forms of
pollution. This is a designated sole-source aquifer and the only drinking water supply
for the city of Spokane and other communities within the valley. The flood-swept
surfaces of the Rathdrum Prairie leading south from Lake Pend Oreille and the
Spokane Valley are covered by many bedforms left by the violent passage of the late
Wisconsin floods. Flood bars up to 3.5 miles (5.6 km) long impound a number of large
lakes along the Spokane-Rathdrum Valley margins and giant ripple marks (current
dunes) are locally present.
ROAD LOG TO FIELD TRIP SiTES
Mileage from the start of the trip is shown in the left column and mileage between
observations are shown in the right-hand column. Mileage of 0.0 begins near the
Dishman Hills on tht3 south side of the Spokane Valley at Park Road and 18th street.
Odometers can be quite different so mileage checks-and corrections should be made
occasionally. Many of the stops are along active roadways. PLEASE BE
EXTREMELY CAUTIOUS IN PARKING VEHICLES AND CROSSING ROADS.
Total Miles
Miles Between
0.0
0.0
Turn east from Park Road onto 18th Street
0.. 1

0.1

Turn right (south) on Ely Street. Proceed through gates and up road.
This is a private road requiring permission to pass. Alternatively, one
could hike from public access points at the Dishman Hills Natural Area or
from the Spokane County Futures Lands to the south. Please respect the
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Pre-Flood, Stream - Eroded Loess Stage
Figure 6a. Stage 1, eroded loess topography prior to Missoula
Flood activity.

depressions

Flood - Loess Island Stage
Figure 6b. Stage 2, Missoula floods partially remove loess and
leave loess islands behind.
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Flood - Butte and Basin Stage
Figure 6c. Stage 3, loess mostly removed, depressions form and
flow remnants left as isolated buttes.

Flood - Cataract and Canyon Stage
Figure 6d. Stage 4, retreating cataracts leave dryfalls and
extensive canyons. Diagrams based on Baker ( 1987)
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private property along this road. The road ascends the south wall of the
Spokane Valley to an area where Missoula floods were less effective
because of valley widening.
0.8

0.7

Exposure of sand and gravel in shoulder bar on right. This flood bar is
elongated to the west in the direction of water flow. The road traverses
along a high (2360 feet; 720 m), anomalous basin whose origin is
uncertain.

1.2

0.4

Follow main paved road towards the summit of Dishman Hills. Note the
flood-scoured outcrops of Newman Lake gneiss. Locally the gneiss is
deeply weathered to a grus (mineral fragments are loose and separate
easily from the parent rock).

2.8

1.6

Entering area of deep spotty soils (elev. 2640 feet; 805 m) above the
level of effective flood erosion. Maximum flood elevation here is about
2700 feet (825 m). The lower slopes of the Dishman Hills are wellscoured by floods. Earlier, higher floods apparently spread out in this
wider valley segment and became less erosive.

3.2
0.4
STOP 1. DISHMAN HILLS OVERVIEW OF SPOKANE VALLEY
Walk uphill a few hundred meters above most of the trees (elev. about 2890 feet; 880
m) that obstruct the view of the Spokane Valley floodway (Fig. 7). Missoula floods
coursing down the Rathdrum Prairie in Idaho (visible to the east) to the Spokane
Valley may have careened from side to side, likely fluctuated in volume during outflow '
(Baker, 1989; Sturm and others, 1987), and slowed when they reached the wider
valley segment immediately east of the Dishman Hills. Most of the floodwater
continued westward with lesser amounts topping the valley edge (elevation about
2330 feet; 71 O m) and spilling over Moran Prairie, Paradise Prairie, and onto the West
Plains basalt plateau. The remainder of the water made the abrupt northwest turn
where the Spokane River follows what was mapped and later described as the Latah
Creek lineament (Kiver and Stradling, 1982). Robert Derkey from the state geologists
office (DNR) conducted more recent mapping and on June 25, 2001 concluded that a
major fa ult underlies the lineament which was verified when a magnitude 3.9 temblor
and numerous aftershocks occurred! Thus the location of the Spokane-Tum Tum
segment of the Spokane River as well as Latah Creek valley and many other valley
segments are controlled by ancient fault systems, at least one of which i.s still active.
A minor volume of floodwater escaped the Spokane Valley through the Dishman-Mica
spillways (Chester Creek drainage) immediately east of the viewpoint. A short walk to
the east provides an excellent view of the dual passes, both of which are at an
elevation of 2470 feet (753 m). Floodwaters exiting the Spokane Valley along this
route entered Cottonwood and California Creeks where they further topped drainage
divides and flowed into Latah (Hangman) Creek. At stops 9, 10, and 11 the flood
10
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history along Latah Creek is considered in more detail. An abundance of striated
stones that do not seem to be imbedded in a till matrix in the embayment north of the
Dishman-Mica spillway may be derived from pre-late Wisconsin till or may merely be
remnants of berg mounds.
The Dishman Hills viewpoint (elev. at top of knob is 2890 feet; 880 m) area is on a 3foot-thick (1-m) loess and colluvium layer (exposed in drainfield test pits) that is above
the level of effective flood erosion (2270 feet; m) at this site. Flood deposits at about
2600 feet (795 m) on 3375-foot-high (1030-m) Antoine Peak to the northeast and
across the Spokane Valley mark the minimum height of floodwater there during the
largest Missoula flood or floods. McKinnis ( 1988) describes evidence for a flood
height between 2660 and 2720 feet (811 - 829 m) on the north slope of Mica Peak (the
high peak with radio towers immediately to the east of the Dishman-Mica spillways).
Thus water depth above the present Spokane Valley floor during one or more
Missoula floods was 700 feet (215 m}, a flood level which could potentially send a
400-foot-high (120 m) surge of water onto the West Plains and into the CheneyPalouse scabland tract. Baker (in Kiver and Stradling, 1989) discusses numerous
potential errors in modeling hydraulic flows and concludes that the best estimate of
flood discharge here is 530 million tt3/s (1.5 X 1o? m3/s) or 13 cubic miles (54 km3)
per hour! To make sense of such an incredible volume of water one might imagine
this volume in terms of a Grand Coulee Dam which contains 324 million ft3 of concrete
(9.2 million m3). Thus nearly 1.6 Grand Coulee Dams would flow past here every
second and 5850 dams every hour at the height of a Missoula flood!
Flood heights were strongly influenced by the level of one or more glacial lakes
backed up in the Spokane Valley. Thus a flood entering a valley partially filled with
water need not be as high in order to top a valley divide. During pre-late Wisconsin
time downstream ice dams near the Columbia-Spokane and/or the ChamokaneSpokane confluence created glacial Lake Spokane. The Okanogan ice dam near
Grand Coulee formed glacial Lake Columbia possibly during both pre-late
Wisconsin(?) and late Wisconsin (Fraser) glaciations. Late Wisconsin lake levels at
their maximum were above 2200 feet (670 m) and likely near 2400 feet (732 m).
However, the floor of the Spokane Valley to its confluence with the Columbia River 65
miles downstream from here is a complex of flood bar forms, features that only develop
when standing lake water is very shallow or absent. Thus, the last violent floods
through the Spokane Valley coursed through a valley devoid of a glacia,I lake.
In addition to remarkable view points like this and at Mica Peak, High Line Park, Mt.
Spokane State Park, and others; other opportunities to explore the effects of the
Missoula floods near Spokane include Riverfront Park in downtown Spokane and a
valley-floor trail that extends the length of the Spokane Valley and eventually
downstream to Nine Mile Falls (Centennial Trail) and continues upstream to Coeur
D'Alene, Idaho. Some of the Dishman Hills area is protected from development by the
12

Dishman Hills Natural Area Association, Spokane County Conservation Futures, and
the Nature Conservancy. Retrace route to Park and 18th Street.
6.4

3.2 Turn right (north) on Park Road and proceed across Sprague Avenue.

7.7

1.3 Huge Central Pre-Mix gravel pit in flood sediments on left is the largest
operating sand and gravel pit in the Spokane area in 2001 . Ridge of
sediment constructed by the gravel operator makes viewing difficult from
this side. The pit covers 47 plus acres, is over 160 feet (50 m) deep, and
intersects Spokane's drinking water at about 80 feet (25 m) from the
surface. Dredging has deepened the pit over 80 feet below the aquifer
surface (water table). Thus flood sediments exceed 200 feet (61 m) here.
Elsewhere in the Spokane Valley flood sediments are as thick as 625 feet
(190 m). Tall westward-dipping foreset beds and poorly sorted sand and
gravel layers are common here (Fig. 8) and elsewhere beneath the
Spokane Valley. Isolated boulders up to 10 feet (3 m) long occur in the
flood deposits. The 16- to 20-toot-tall (5- to 6-m) foreset beds are overlain
by a lag deposit (finer sediments washed away) and a 10-foot thick,
horizontally bedded finer sand and gravel deposit produced by a later flood
or floods.

8.0

0.3 Turn left onto Broadway.

8.2

0.2 Turn left onto Heacox. Drive slowly and observe the excellent view of the
gravel pit operation and the Spokane Aquifer in the bottom . Currently a
floating dredge is extracting sand and gravel.

8.8

0.6 Turn right onto Sprague Avenue and merge into left lane. Enter 1-90
westbound. The interstate here follows through the city which is mostly
built on flood sediments that are at least 200 feet (60 m) thick.

12.3

3.5 Basalt outcrops in roadcut are part of a ledge of basalt that extends across
the valley on its west end. This ledge forms the lip of Spokane Falls (Fig. 9)
and acts as a temporary base level of erosion that has protected upstream
flood deposits from deep erosion. The Miocene age basalt ridge may fill a
channel cut into the underlying Latah lake and alluvial sediments (Mike
Hamilton, personal communication, 2001) or it may be an invasive flow
(Bob Derkey, personal communication, 2001 ). An invasive flow is a lava
flow that plunges into and submerges itself into soft sediments, in this case
the Latah Formation. Basalt north of here and northeast of Latah Creek in
the Spokane Valley are predominantly invasive or channel fills rather than
the neat stacks of flows found elsewhere in the Columbia Plateau. The
deposition of thick flood deposits in the Spokane Valley likely diverted the
river from a more northerly course and superimposed it onto the basalt
13

Figure 8. Park Road gravel pit showing tall foreset beds in flood
gravel and exposed Spokane Aquifer in bottom of pit.

Figure 9. The basalt ledge at Spokane Falls forms a temporary base
level that greatly reduces erosion rates of upstream valley
bottom sediments.
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surface that forms the present day Spokane Falls. (A recommended side
trip would exit at Exit 2808 and proceed north to the Monroe Street bridge
where Spokane's scenic gem, Spokane Falls, can be viewed at the
overlook and in Riverfront Park.) Continue on 1-90
15.4 3.1

1-90 continues to "follow the flow" as it climbs the south wall of the Spokane
Valley towards the high basalt surface of the Columbia Plateau and the
largest of the overland f load paths. Large basalt boulders on the left, some
of which are house size, are landslide blocks from the nearby steep edges
of the Columbia Plateau. Basalt flows over Latah Formation combined with
oversteepened slopes as a result of the f loads have produced numerous
slope failures in the region. Merge into right lane to prepare to exit
at Exit 277 at Garden Springs.

16.5

1.1 Exit 1-90 towards Garden Springs

16.8

0.3 Stop sign, turn left

16.9

0.1 Stop sign, turn left onto Sunset Highway and merge into left
lane.

17.9

1.0 Turn left onto Geiger Boulevard. The road follows one of the Priest
Rapids flows (about 14.5 Ma) that contains an exceptionally welldeveloped columnar jointed colonnade (cooling unit at the base of the
flow). The 3- to 4-foot (1.0 m-) wide columns are more resistant to flood
erosion than the overlying highly jointed entablature. The violent passage
of the Missoula flood waters out of the Spokane Valley and into the West
Plains area severely eroded the basalt surf ace into a Butte and Basin
topography (Fig. 6c). As the flood water spread out onto the West Plains
surface the water lost some of its transporting power and began to deposit
some of its bedload as a sediment blanket that thickens to the south and
west. When the proper hydraulic conditions were achieved a series of
giant ripple marks formed during sediment deposition. Thus we are
traversing through an area of intense erosion that is transitional to thin and
then thicker deposits of Missoula f load deposits.

19.3

1.4 Waste-to-Energy and Recycling Center on right. In place of a large landfill,
burnable trash is incinerated and the heat energy used to generate '
electricity. An average of 800 tons of trash is incinerated daily with a
steam-generated turbine producing 22,000 kw or enough electricity to meet
the needs of 13,000 homes. Metals are collected after the combustion
process for recycling and the ash is sent to the Roosevelt Regional Landfill
in southern Washington near the Columbia River. The thin and
discontinuous flood deposits that we have been traversing through begins
to thicken here.
15

19.6

0.3 Stop sign at intersection with 1-90 access road. Continue south on Geiger
Boulevard.

19.9

0.3 Enter field of thicker deposit of flood sediment marked by giant current
dunes or ripples on its surface (Fig. 10). Rolling topography of ridges (Fig.
11) extends from near 1-90 on the east, to the channels through the
steptoes ahead, and locally westward across the West Plains through
Medical Lake, Airway Heights, and just beyond the small community of
Espanola along State Route 2 (SR 2) making this the largest or one of the
largest giant ripple complexes along the Missoula flood route.

20.2

0.6 Crest of giant current dune here is about 5 feet (1.5 m) tall. A series of giant
ripple mark crests and troughs will be traversed over the next few miles.
Dunes are mostly on the west (right) side of the road. Crest to crest
distances here (wavelength) range from 200 to 600 feet (60-185 m) and
amplitudes are up to 30 feet (9 m) with most about 10 feet high (3 m).

21.2

1.0 Steptoes on the skyline ahead (south) near the town of Four Lakes retarded
water flow to the south causing hydraulic damming, thus further slowing
water movement in the West Plains. The road follows a slightly deeper part
of the channel (the thalweg) that leads to the broad flood pass between
the steptoes ahead.

22.9 1.7 STOP 2. Park along narrow pullout on right. GEIGER ROAD
GIANT CURRENT RIPPLES. The extensive but discontinuous West Spokane
Plains giant current dune complex is estimated to cover over 10,000 acres (4050 ha),
including 1200 acres (486 ha) on Indian Prairie to the northwest. An area of about
6,000 acres (2430 ha) is located north and west of Airway Heights on both sides of SR
2. Other sites range from about 200 up to 1000 acres (80-405 ha) and are mostly
separated by non-rippled flood sediments and basalt scabland. Ripple crests strike
NW-SE except near Deep Creek to the west and northwest where they strike northsouth and NE-SW. Also gravels become less important to the west and northwest
where a coarse sand component dominates. The West Spokane Plain giant ripple
field is probably the largest dune complex along the Missoula flood route. The flood
gravels here have a large cobble concentration in the upper 18 inches (50 cm) which
is underlain by smaller-size gravel with a matrix of sand and granules (Fig. 12). Some
silcrete and caliche coats the underside of clasts in the soil-forming zone. Return to
vehicles and continue southeast along Geiger Blvd.
23.0

0.1 Stop sign by junction with Hayford Rd. Continue south

23.2

0.2 Stop sign. Turn right onto Medical Lake Road. Note the well
developed Mirna or silt mounds. These micro-topographic forms are
extremely abundant in the northern Channeled Scabland and only form
where loess (silt) cover is thin and is underlain by bedrock or gravel.
16

Figure 1O. Airview of giant current ripples on West Spokane Plain.

Figure 11. Ground view of giant current ripples along Geiger
Boulevard (Stop 2).
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Figure 12. Close up of gravel in giant current ripples along Geiger
Boulevard. Stick is marked off in 0. 1 m intervals.

Figure 13. Map showing selected steptoes and spillover lakes in the
West Spokane Plain.
18

24.1

0.9 Isolated hill of thicker loess, the last of a loess island on the left side of the
vehicle. The next Missoula flood will likely completely remove this remnant.

24.6

0.5 Large inactive gravel pit on left side. Coarse flood gravel is 20 to 30 feet
thick (m) here. Gravels are pebble to cobble size with occasional boulders
with long axes up to 5 feet (1 .5 m).

25.1

0.5 Turn left onto Craig Road. Road continues across ripple field towards
the passes through the steptoe spillover complex ahead (Fig. 13). On the
far left (east) Meadow Lake Pass lies between the Needham Hill steptoe
ridge and Wrights Hill; Granite Lake-Willow Lake pass is located between
Wrights Hill and the Riddle Hill steptoe ridge (Fig. 14) to the right; and
Silver Lake pass is out of view to the west (far right). The Meadow Lake
pass between Wrights and Needham hills leads directly to Cheney. The
field trip route will go west and through Silver Lake pass, across the
backside (south flank) of Riddle Hill, and into the Granite Lake-Willow Lake
pass for our next stop. Urban sprawl and expansion of towns is increasing
on the West Plains and is leading to groundwater mining and water
shortages.

26.9

1.8 Turn right onto Medical Lake-Four Lakes Rd. and "follow the flood"
towards Silver Lake pass. The road follows the north edge of the line of
steptoes that restricted the flow across the north part of the CheneyPalouse Scabland Tract.

28.7

1.8 Turn left onto Silver Lake Road. Flood waters speeded up as they
entered the narrow constriction between steptoes and excavated bedrock
to form the long linear depression now occupied by Silver Lake (elev.
2341, 714 m; depth 80 feet, 25 m). Similar lakes occupy narrow channels
between other steptoes in the Medical Lake area and are mostly plunge
pool lakes.

28.9

0.2 Good view of Silver Lake to the right. Lake depth increases rapidly into the
SO-foot-deep (25 m) closed depression about one fourth of the way from the
north end of the lake. The bathymetry of the lake indicates a plunge-pool
origin.

30.2

1.3 Sharp turn to the left, stay on Silver Lake Road. The road crosses
a pendant bar capped by late Pleistocene gravels and coarse sands with a
thin cover of Holocene loess.

31.3

1.1 Road descends into Granite Lake-Willow Lake pass. Park on bedrock
ridge between Granite and Willow Lakes (left side) just east of the
bridge or in the pullout a short distance ahead on the right.
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Figure 14. Airview of Granite-Meadow Lake spillover channel
between Wrights Hill and Needham Hill steptoes.

Figure 15. View of Granite Lake from Granite Lake Road looking
towards Riddle Hill.
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31.5 0.2 STOP 3. GRANITE-WILLOW SPILLOVER LAKES. A bedrock ridge
composed of metamorphosed Precambrian Belt rock intruded by a Mesozoic-age
pluton separates the 100-foot-deep Granite Lake (south) from the shallow Willow Lake
(north). Granite Lake, as well as a number of eastern Washington lakes, is an
alkaline-saline lake (mineral lake) similar to Soap Lake and Lenore Lake in the Grand
Coulee. In contrast to Lake Lenore in the lower Grand Coulee, Lahontan trout
introduced in 1987 into Granite Lake do not prosper and the Game and Fish
Department is not planning further stocking (Chess, 1990). High temperatures and pH
values, especially during drought summers, can be lethal for many fish . In September
of 2001 (a drought year) the pH was measured as 9.5 to 9. 7. A rare salamander
inhabits the waters of both Granite and Willow Lakes and is able to adjust to extreme
conditions. Medical Lake to the west was also a mineral lake before irrigation and
development changed the character of the water. Chemical treatment of the water at
Medical Lake has permitted a rainbow trout and bass fishery to be developed.
Missoula floods spilling onto this part of the West Spokane Plain encountered a
bottleneck and piled up against the resistant steptoe ridge that extends across the
Columbia Plateau in the Cheney-Medical Lake area. Missoula floodwaters topping
low divides in the steptoes produced a unique situation that created a series of flood
scoured depressions that now contain some significant lakes. We refer to such lakes
as "spillover lakes". Some of the divide crossings may have originally been on
basalt that was eroded down into the more resistant underlying basement rocks. From
west to east the lakes are: West Medical, Medical, Silver, Granite and Willow,
Meadow, and Fish Lake. Elevations of the lakes and passes decrease systematically
to the east from 2423 feet (7 40 m) at West Medical to 2171 (662 m) at Fish Lake. Fish
Lake lies at the edge of the largest of the floodway paths that lead into the CheneyPalouse Scabland tract. Floodwaters exceeding spillway elevations (minimum
elevation of about 2300 feet; 700 m) would then spill southwestward towards Crab
Creek and the Pasco Basin. Floodwaters were of course much higher than 2300 feet
(700 m) during major floods producing a simultaneous flow through each of the
spillover channels. As previously mentioned, the concentrated water flow through the
passes excavated the basins now occupied by the present-day lakes. The spillover
lake depths range from very shallow to 11 O feet (34 m) with all but Willow and possibly
Meadow Lake containing plunge pool depressions. Spreading water on the south
side of the passes deposited flood sediments that are often associated with giant
current ripples. The steptoes partially protected the loess deposits on their
downcurrent side producing a number of steptoe-loess-island landforms.
Wrights Hill and Four Lakes to the east was the site of one of the two battles in 1858
between a group of confederated tribes and the U.S. Calvary commanded by Colonel
George Wright. Fresh from a victory three months earlier over Colonel Edward
Steptoe on the flanks of what is now known as Steptoe Butte, the confident Indians
charged down Wrights Hill at the cavalry on September 1. The troops had just been
issued long range rifles and thoroughly defeated the Native Americans. The Indian
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defeat further insured success of the U.S . Government policy of the time to confine
Native Americans to reservation lands. Continue northeastward on Silver Lake Road.
32.5

1.0 Turn right onto Medical Lake-Four Lakes Road.

32.7

0.2 Turn right (SW) onto Granite Lake Road and follow the flow!
Wrights Hill steptoe on left, Riddle Hill is on the right.

33.3

0.6 Good views of Granite Lake and Riddle Hill steptoe (Fig. 15) ridge to the
right (west), 1-90 follows the spillover gap just below Granite Lake Road.

34.1 0.8 Note the intense flood scour on the southern lip·of Granite Lake pass.
Flood waters were highly erosive within the lower part of the channel but
less so at higher elevations along the road where remnant loess is thick
enough to support grain crops. Flood water again spread out to the south
locally leaving more giant ripple marks and closed depressions in their
wake.
34. 7 0.6 Turn left onto Betz Road. The road begins to cross the three-mile-wide
(4.8-km) Cheney loess island, one of the larger loess islands in the
Channeled Scabland. The residual loess is locally 30-40 feet (9-12 m)
thick here and overlies a metamorphic-granitic complex to the north and
basalt to the south.
35.3

0.6 View of the steep north side of a loess-covered hill underlain by pre-Tertiary
bedrock. These north to northeast facing areas in thick loess are called
,
"eyebrows" (Fig. 16). These areas are too steep to farm and are subject to
intense erosion by water. Good farming practice dictates planting trees or
other permanent vegetation in these areas to stabilize the slope. Slope
steepness has been attributed to wind, snowbanks, and more available
moisture on north-facing slopes.

36.4

1.2 Eyebrow with tree cover ahead on right is over 50 years old according to
local old timers (i.e. Stradling, personal observation).

37.2

0.8 Approaching minor spillway across the east edge of the loess island. Had
subsequent floods occurred, the channel would enlarge and the loess
island further reduced in extent. Elevations of spillovers or divide crossings
such as this (2430 feet; 740 m) provide minimum elevations of flood waters
at particular localities. An abandoned sand and gravel pit in the flood
channel about a 0.25 mile east of here probably contains a Mount St.
Helens set S ash (about 13,000 years old) that was deposited following
one of the last overland floods.

38.1

0.2 Turn right onto Washington Street towards Eastern Washington
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Figure 16. "Eyebrow" on Palouse hill along Betz Road

Figure 17. Telephoto view of Steptoe Butte from EWU water tower
(Stop 4)
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University (EWU) campus. The cistern on the loess hilltop to the right was
at ground level during the 1930s (personnel communication, Frank
Schadegg). Rates of erosion in farmed soils in the Palouse are some of the
highest in the nation.
Occasional sandy flood deposits occur in the channel bottom and groups of
clasts up to cobble size occur on hill sides. A thin loess cap reflects the
relatively short time available for wind-deposited sediment to accumulate
since the last Missoula Flood. Post-flood loess averages less than three
feet (1 m) in thickness except where it has been redeposited by water in
low areas. Wind and water erosion, farming, overgrazing, and industrial
activity also contribute to the thin loess cover.
39. 0

0. 7 Thick loess exposures along road. Buried soils are common in the loess
hills and record a long history of episodic deposition that was more intense
during ice recession, following Lake Missoula floods, and during warmer
climatic intervals (Bussaca, 1991 ). A thick well developed subsoil here
indicates a pre-Wisconsin age for the underlying loess.

39.9

0.9 Turn right towards parking lot P-12 above the athletic field.

40.0

0.1 STOP 4. PARK NEAR THE EWU WATER TOWER and walk up the
hill to the south end of the tower.

STOP 4. CHENEY-EWU WATER TOWER VIEW
This site (elev. 2535 feet; 773 m) is on the east edge of the three-mile-wide by sevenmile-long (4.8- by 11.3 km-) Cheney loess island, a feature that was semi protected
from floodwaters by Wrights Hill, a tall steptoe located just east of Granite Lake and
four miles (6.4 km) north. Movement of floodwater throughout the length of the
Missoula floodpath is similar to that of a river in that water characteristically piles up
behind channel restrictions, increases in velocity through narrower areas, and reduces
in velocity and shallows where spreading occurs. Much of the water from the West
Spokane Plain area spilled southward between a series of steptoes and into the
Cheney-Palouse scabland tract that is about 23 miles (37 km) wide at this location.
Within the large Ponderosa forest spreading out to the south is the Turnbull National
Wildlife Refuge, an excellent area to observe flood features along with abundant
wildlife. Based on the elevation of the channel bottom (2280 feet; 695 m.) and the
elevation of flood-scoured topography and nearby divide crossings where water
spilled laterally across loess islands (about 2500 feet; 762 m), the minimal water depth
during the largest floods in the upper end of the Cheney-Palouse scabland tract was
220 feet (67 m). Thus during a large flood the entire 23-mile-wide (37-km) scabland
tract would be inundated by over 200 feet (60 m) of water covering most of the
landscape visible here. The water depth is likely higher than the 2500 foot (760 m)
elevation of effective erosion. Thus there is no guarantee that one standing here
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during one of the great floods might not get their feet or other parts of their anatomy
wet!
The amount of loess (Palouse Soil) that has been removed from the scabland area is
mind boggling. Characteristically the wind-blown silt is deposited as a blanket that is
over 250 feet thick (76 m) in the heart of the Palouse in the Pullman area and a few
tens of feet here in the northeastern corner of the Columbia Plateau. A major source of
the loess is the Touchet Beds of the Columbia Basin. Other sources include the
Ringold and Ellensburg Formations to the south and west and ash from Mt. Mazama
and other volcanoes.
Other features visible here include Mica Peak to the northeast located along the
southern edge of the Spokane Valley, the Northern Rocky Mountains in Idaho to the
east, and Steptoe Butte 35 miles (56 km) to the southeast (Fig. 17). Steptoe Butte is
the type locality for the geologic feature called a steptoe (i.e. any hill that is
completely surrounded by lava). Return to Washington street.
40.1

(0.1) Intersection of parking lot with Washington Street, turn right
and proceed through the west end of the EWU campus and along the east
edge of the Cheney loess island.

40.9

(0.8) Sutton Park on left is on a scabland surface near the edge of the scabland
and the Cheney loess island. One of the city's wells here penetrated 400
feet ( 120 m) of basalt and drilled into Belt rock making up the top of a
buried steptoe! A bad choice of site for a water well! Washington Street ,
descends across a shoulder bar onto the lower scabland surface. Tall
foreset beds composed of cobble-size material in a coarse sand and
pebble matrix occur in the shoulder bar and record the high energy
movement of flood waters to the southwest: Considerable silt has
washed down from the loess island above locally burying the gravels
beneath a thick colluvial blanket.

41 . 1 0.3 Stop sign, turn left on Salnave Road to the next stop sign
41.2

0.1 Stop sign, turn left onto SR 904 towards downtown Cheney

41 .3

0.1 Turn right onto Cheney-Plaza Road as the trip continues to "go with
the flow". The road crosses the Burlington Northern-Santa Fe (BNSF) and
Union Pacific (UP) tracks quickly and leaves the shoulder bar deposits and
enters into an extensive area of Butte and Basin scabland topography.
Floodwater flowed southwest through the Cheney-Palouse channel
scouring out numerous depressions.

42.0

0.7 Road cut through small pendant bar
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Figure 18. Columbia Plateau Trail State Park about one mile east of
where it enters the Turnbull National Wildlife Refuge.

Figure 19. Riddle of Mirna mounds solved! Sketch by Dee Molenaar
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42.2

0.2 Road enters Turnbull Wildlife Refuge ,

42. 7

0.5 Road crosses over the Columbia Plateau State Park rails-to-trails project
(Fig. 18). In 2001 twenty three miles (37 km) of the 130-mile-long (209 km)
trail is open to public use. The trail provides access to many scabland sites
not yet studied in detail. Ultimately the trail will connect to the Snake River
and the city of Pasco enabling hikers, bicyclers, equestrians, and
"scablanders" and "ice-age flooders" an opportunity to see a seldom
viewed part of the scabland "up close and personal". The taller trees here
are about 60 feet (18 m) tall. Flood waters here were at least 220 feet (67
m) deep, at least four times deeper than the tallest trees.

43.3

0.6 EWU Turnbull Laboratory for Ecological Studies on left. Environmental
research, especially that focusing on Turnbull Refuge is conducted from
this facility that is landscaped to blend in with the environment. The road
continues through the deeper part of this segment of the Cheney-Palouse
scabland tract. High water tables in this deeper part of the channel
create a natural wetland environment used by many thousands of
migrating birds and waterfowl as well as resident elk, deer, coyote, and
occasional visits by bear and cougar.

44.1 0.8 Note numerous low mounds of silt about 20-40 feet (6-12 m) in diameter.
These are some of the enigmatic features called Mirna mounds. Train
your eye to recognize them and you will ultimately see thousands in the
eastern Washington area. Large isolated rocks in the fields on both sides ,
of the road are mostly flood erratics, large boulders moved and
deposited by flood processes.
45. 7

1.6 Turn left towards Refuge Headquarters. Access road continues
through the Butte and Basin topography that the trip has followed since
leaving Cheney.

46.4 0.7 Deepened pond on left is used to prolong wetland environment in the
summer to insure maximum production and protection of birds and other
wildlife. Many of the water-control structures and the public tour route were
constructed in the 1940s by WP A personnel.
46.9

0.5 Entry gate to Refuge

47.2 0.3 Pull off on left by rest rooms and viewing area. LUNCH STOP. A
5.5-mile-long (8.9-km-long) loop road in the Refuge is open to the public for wildlife
viewing, bicycling, hiking, and in the winter cross-country skiing and snowshoeing.
Their environmental education program is outstanding and touches thousands of
students and others each year. The refuge was established in 1937 and contains
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15,600 acres of public land that is an important nesting and migration stop for
waterfowl. In addition Turnbull is a key component in maintaining the local wildlife and
the wildlife corridor that permits ungulates to move between Idaho and the forested
areas in the Cheney-Palouse Scabland tract. The "Threads of Hope" project is
attempting to maintain that migration corridor across private lands by conservation
easements and the encouragement of ranching and other open space uses. Return to
the Cheney-Plaza Road.
48.8

1.6 Cheney-Plaza Road. Turn left (south) to "follow the flow" through
more Butte and Basin topography.

51.1

2.3 Cross over the southern boundary of Turnbull

51.9

0.8 The tall hill to the left has an unusual morphology. It superficially resembles
a volcanic cone in that it is relatively conical with a closed, crater-like
depression just south of its 2300 foot (700 m) summit. This depression is a
Butte and Basin feature that has been isolated as flood-generated
waterfalls migrated around the hill and formed a plunge pool lake
(Chapman Lake) that is not visible from here. The feature results from a
complex interaction of bedrock structures and the massive Missoula floods.
Some evidence suggests that there is a sag f lowout structure in the
basalt flows here.
The Mullan Road, a military road from Ft. Benton, Montana to Fort Walla
Walla, Washington Territory, was completed in 1862 and followed along
the south edge of the hill.

52.3

,

0.4 Cheney-Plaza Road makes a right angle turn to the left. Continue
straight ahead on Rock Lake Road. The road crosses the Rock
Creek fracture zone, a major northwest-southeast-trending lineament
containing a mile-wide (0.6-km) zone of highly fractured rock first mapped
by Griggs (1965) . The weak rock was perhaps initially excavated by small
streams to form a valley. Floodwaters were diverted southeast into the
fracture zone and eroded an impressive canyon. After flowing to the
southeast for six miles (9.6 km), the flood course again abruptly changed,
this time back to the southwest towards where Bonnie Lake and Rock Lake
are located today. The reason for this latter change in flood course is
unknown but may be related to another fracture zone. A receding cataract
initiated at the lower end of Rock Lake migrated headward to the northeast
for 12 miles (19 km) forming the Rock Lake and Bonnie Lake basins. The
retreating cataract in the Rock Creek channel abruptly turned to the
northwest when it reached the northwest-trending fracture zone and
proceeded up the fracture zone nearly to the present location of the
Cheney-Plaza Road. Because of the diverted flow, a large complex of loess
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islands wit~ divide crossings lies between the Bonnie-Rock Lake channel
and the Rock Lake Road channel. Rock Lake is over 320 feet (98 m) deep
and is the deepest of the scabland lakes. It's spectacular and pristine
setting and scientific importance make the Rock Lake-Bonnie Lake area a
special place in the scabland. Limited access to the Rock Lake-Bonnie
Lake channel is available at the Hole-In-The-Ground area along Belsby
Road that intersects Rock Lake Road a few miles to the south. If so inclined
(and with the necessary permit from the owner), one can also go buffalo
hunting on the Canyon Crest Hunting Ranch along Belsby Road. A good
view of a 1CO-animal bison herd is often possible along the Belsby Road.
53. 7

1.4 Intersection with Williams Lake Road. Turn right (west). Road
follows Negro Creek, an intermittent stream that ends in a deep flood-cut
basin with no surface outlet near Williams Lake. The 1980 Mount St.
Helens ash was over an inch (2.54 cm) thick here and is still visible in
areas of thin soils.

54.0

0.3 Abandoned school on hill to right on flood bar and abandoned homestead
on left. More good examples of Mirna mounds occur along the road. Note
that the Mirna mounds are more visible as tree cover reduces in the drier
part of the Columbia Plateau. Rainfall of less than 12-13 inches (30-33 cm)
per year is about where the drought resistant Ponderosa pine gives way to
the treeless brush steppe of eastern Washington. Note the abundance of
the enigmatic features called Mima mounds or locally known as
scabland mounds. These micro landforms are 20-40 feet (6-12 m) in
diameter and locally up to 6 feet (2 m) high and only occur where a thin
loess layer overlies a rigid undersurface of basalt or flood gravel. Tallyn
(personal communication, 1979) estimates that there are over 400,000 of
these silt mounds in the Cheney area alone. Over two dozen explanations
have been advanced for their origin including wind, water, permafrost, and
an extinct species of gopher (Fig. 19). Most recently Berg (1990) suggests
that earthquake generated shock waves caused a thin silt layer to
reorganize into the mound forms.

55.1

1.1 Loess island ahead has productive grain crops. Contrast its agricultural
use with the scoured bedrock of the Scabland.

56.1

1.0 Intersection with Badger Lake Road.
Road.

56.3

0.2 Park along wide area past highway bridge for STOP 5.

Turn right onto Badger Lake

STOP 5. WILLIAMS LAKE PLUNGE POOL. BE ALERT FOR RATTLESNAKES!
Here is one of the "smoking guns" bits of evidence that giant flood events have
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created this remarkable landscape. Walk towards the highest part of the rim about 800
feet (245 m) away being careful to stay at least 10 feet (3 m) back from the precipitous
edge. The Williams Lake-Badger Lake flood channel was initiated at the lower end of
Williams Lake where floodwater poured over a basalt ledge that generated a series of
waterfalls. The ledge in turn was generated during previous floods by knickpoints
or nickpoints (a sharp break of slope in a stream bed) retreating from somewhere to
the southwest. The plunge pools along with cataract recession produced the
spectacular basins containing Williams and Badger Lakes. Both lakes have plunge
pools at their northern ends. Badger Lake is about 0.6 miles (1 km) northeast of this
location and has a similar abandoned cataract at its head. The plunge pool at Badger
is 105 feet (32 m) deep and the one at Williams is 115 feet (35 m) deep (Fig. 20).
Many of the other lakes in the Cheney area have a similar origin, especially the
spillover lakes. When the remnant of the waterfall lip remains it is called a dryfalls
after the huge type example present in the lower Grand Coulee.
On a larger scale, the headward retreat of these nickpoints during successive floods
reduces the overall elevation of the scabland. When these retreating scarps reach the
northernmost edge of the Columbia Plateau the drainage divide is lowered. However,
at any given time, a number of nickpoints exist between their point of origin along the
Snake and Columbia Rivers and their point of disappearance along the north edge of
the Columbia Plateau.
The plunge pool below (Fig. 21) was excavated during the last overland Missoula
flood and is now filling with airborne and stream-carried sediment containing a good
pollen record. Thus an uninterrupted record of post-flood conditions is preserved in ,
the plunge pool sediments (Fig. 22). Nickmann's (1979) tephrochronology and
palynology study of a 30-foot (9.28-m) core from the plunge pool discloses a sequence
of events involving 1) the last catastrophic flood, probably about 12,800 years ago that
excavated the plunge pool basin, 2) deposition of ash from Glacier Peak volcano
11,200 years ago, 3) eruption of an ash whose source is unknown 10,400 years ago,
and 4) eruption of three separate ashes from Mt. Mazama about 6700 years ago. The
pollen record indicates a lodgepole forest with some alder and sage developed under
the cool and moist conditions at the end of the Pleistocene about 12,000 years ago; an
open grassland (warmer and drier climate) beginning about 10,000 years ago; a
significant increase in sage beginning about 6700 years ago as climates became
much warmer and drier; a change to cooler and moister conditions about 4100 years
ago as a Ponderosa-dominated forest developed; and, a sudden increase in grasses
about 125 years ago as agricultural activity began. The dominance of sage pollen in
the thickest primary Mazama ash layer indicates that the major Mt. Mazama (Crater
Lake) eruption occurred in the fall of the year.
56.6

0.3 Retrace route back to Williams Lake and Badger Lake roads
intersection, turn left. From here on we will mostly be "bucking the
current" as we head upstream towards the Missoula flood source.
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Figure 20. Bathymetric map of Williams Lake (Wolcott, 1973)
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Figure 21. View north of sediment-filled plunge pool (foreground) and
headwall of dryfalls between Williams and Badger Lakes.

Years Before Present

1254,100-

PEAT- Ponderosa and Grass
PEAT- Ponderosa Forest
PEAT- Open Grassland and Sage
Mazama Ashes
Mazama Ash - 6700 BP, Autumn Eruption

6,700Organic Mud - Open Grassland, Warm and Dry Climate

Unknown Ash (10,400 BP)

10,400Organic Mud - Lodgepole Forest with Open Sage

Glacier Peak B and G Ashes (11,200 B P)

11,00013,000-

Basalt Bedrock or Gravel

Figure 22. Generalized columnar section of a 30-foot (9.28-meter)
core from Williams Lake plunge pool (not to scale) after
Nickmann, 1979.)
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59 .0

2.4 Rock Lake Road intersection, turn left towards Cheney

60.3

1.3 Cheney-Plaza Road intersection, turn right. The road parallels the
Rock Creek fracture zone for the first half mile.

60.6

0.3 Note the unusual basalt fractures in quarry on the right. These unusual
fractured blocks have been sold commercially for decorative purposes.
The road follows up one of the Chapman Lake channels formed by cataract
retreat. The high volcano-appearing hill discussed earlier is on the left
(north). Flood waters bifurcated here, one cataract retreating headward on
the west and the other on the east, leaving the volcano-appearing hill
discussed earlier as a residual landform.

60.9

0.3 Babb Road to right (private road) leads to another dryfalls and plunge-pool
lake. The spectacular Rock Creek chasm leads down to the head of
Bonnie Lake and is an excellent example of a Cataract-Canyon Stage of
erosional topography. One of the Mullan military road markers is just south
of the Cheney-Plaza Road along Babb Road. Lieutenant John Mullan was
a topographical engineer who with the herculanian effort of about 70 men
constructed a 624-mile-long road from Fort Benton, Montana to Fort Walla
Walla from 1859 to 1862 thereby connecting the head of steamboat
navigation on the Missouri River with the navigation head on the Columbia.
By the summer of 1859 Mullan and his road buiilders had constructed a
crude road from Walla Walla to the area near Chapman Lake. Mullan was
the first Euro-American to "follow the flood" through what is now eastern ,
Washington. Without maintenance the road quickly disintegrated and by
1865 was a "mule road" as no wheeled vehicles could negotiate the rock
slides and washouts.

61.4

0.5 Cheney-Plaza Road follows the eastern recessional canyon that leads to
Chapman Lake. The outlet stream from Chapman Lake is one of the
headwater streams of Rock Creek. Rock Creek flows south and eventually
flows into the Palouse River.

61.9

0.5 Road crosses the channel by the Chapman Lake turnoff and climbs into an
area of Loess-lsland (Fig. 6b) topography.

62.7

0.8 Abandoned gravel pits in flood sediments on left are located at the mouth of
a small dryfalls to the north. A shallow plunge pool is out of view but
located just below the dryfalls cliff.

62.9

0.2 Grogan Road on left, continue straight. Mullan later constructed a more
northerly road through what is now the Grogan farm in order to avoid
serious road washouts that were occurring along the St. Joe River on the
south end of Lake Coeur d'Alene.
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63.3

0.4 Intersection with Pine Grove Road., TURN LEFT and follow the
flood channel northward continuing against the Missoula flood current. The
large loess island to the left (west) has divide crossings at 2420 feet (738
m). The road follows near the eastern edge of the Cheney-Palouse
Scabland Tract. This minor channel will connect with the main CheneyPalouse channel about four miles to the north. To the east above the
flood-swept edges of the hills (elevations above 2420 feet ; 738 m) the
loess hills show the normal stream-dissected appearance typical of the
Palouse. Eight miles (13 km) to the east is the North Pine Creek channel, a
minor spillover channel that begins near Spangle and follows SR 195 near
Rosalia.

66.6

3.3 Intersection with Wells Road. TURN LEFT (north). Road crosses a
flood-scoured loess hill that is elongated to the southwest in the direction of
the flood water flow. Tall buildings on EWU campus visible to the northwest
are almost 10 miles (16 km) away. The area between here and the EWU
campus represents about one half of the width of the Cheney-Palouse
Scabland tract. Divide crossings here indicate that a churning, violent flow
of water over 150 feet (46 m) deep stretched as far as the eye can see to
the northwest. Turnbull NWR occupies much of the forested area between
here and Cheney.

67.1

0.5 Intersection with Cheney-Spangle Road, CONTINUE STRAIGHT
AHEAD. Missoula flood water that inundated the area where the present
town of Spangle is located flowed down the Rock Creek channel and
,
joined the main Cheney-Palouse Tract here. The loess thins rapidly away
from the channel edge as the road leads towards the deeper, more
severely eroded part of the scab land channel. The boundary of Turnbull
NWR (on left or west side) locally extends to the edge of the CheneySpangle Road. Flood waters spilling southeastward from the West Plains
joined with water from the Dishman-Mica area and flowed over the Latah
Creek divide towards Spangle along the east edge of the Cheney-Palouse
Scabland Tract. From Spangle, the flood waters veered to the southwest
joining the main flow in this area with lesser amounts flowing southward
into the Rosalia area and into some low-elevation Palouse valleys.

68.1

1.0 Inactive gravel pit on right is in flood gravels of a large pendant bar. Mullan
Road historical marker is on the left. Surface of gravel bar is marked by
numerous Mirna mounds.

68.6

0.5 Rupp Road intersection, continue straight on Cheney-Spangle Road.
Excellent Butte and Basin topography occurs along the field trip route here
as we progress towards the deepest part of the Cheney-Palouse Scabland
Tract. Turnbull NWR is in the forested area to the left.
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69 .1

0.5 Small scabland lake on right. Flood-scoured topography is oriented from
the northeast to the southwest, in the direction of flood water movement.

71 .4

2.3 Kepple Lake on left in Turnbull NWR is one of the many northeastsouthwest oriented lakes and meadows in this segment of the scabland.

72.5 1.1 ST OP 5. DEPOT SPRINGS ROAD. Park on right immediately past the
Depot Springs Road intersection. Coarse, poorly-sorted gravel deposit (Fig. 23)
sim ilar to that that was ascribed by early workers (including Bretz, 1928; Flint, 1938) to
the Cheney-Spangle moraine. Indeed, some near-glacial deposits reworked by
meltwater do resemble these sediments. However, ·the location of these deposits in a
definite scabland channel and their location downstream from a prominent butte (elev.
2408 feet; 734 m) with a small cataract alcove with 50-foot-high (15 m) walls and a
plunge-pool pond make the flood origin the most likely explanation. The possibility
does exist that older glacial deposits were present but were subsequently reworked
and redeposited by recent floods. Such a hypothesis would easily explain the 6 to12foot-long (2 to 3-m-long) erratic boulders in the area, an explanation that does explain
similar boulder accumulations along Lake Roosevelt (Kiver and Stradling, 1986;
1995). However, flood mechanisms including rafting by icebergs and powerful
currents could also explain the boulders. Continue northwest along Cheney-Spangle
Road.

Figure 23. Exposure of flood gravel along Cheney-Spangle Road.
Largest boulder is four feet (1.2 m) in diameter. Note meter
stick for scale.
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72.7

0.2 Roadcut exposes scabland pond filling containing Mazama ash and
capped by the 1980 Mount St. Helens ash. Road continues towards
Cheney through Basin and Butte topography.

74.6

1.9 Cheney Trailhead, Columbia Plateau State Park Trail. The Trail segment
between here and Fish Lake (our next stop) to the northeast is paved and
heavily used by bicyclers, hikers, and roller bladers.

75.4

0.8 Enter the town of Cheney, founded in the 1860s, it grew substantially
when the Northern Pacific transcontinental railroad was completed in
1883. The town began as "Section 13" and was later named Willow
Springs. With the coming of the railroad its name was changed to Depot
Springs and later to Cheney after Benjamin P. Cheney, a member of the
Board of Directors of the Northern Pacific Railroad. The city became the
county seat in 1880 when it won the election by one vote! Spokane
refused to surrender the county records so one night a group of Cheney
vigilantes abducted both the records and the county auditor! Spokane
won the election in 1886 and this time the records were peacefully
transferred.
The large flour mill was built in the early 1900s by the Martin Milling
Company. It was later owned by Clarence D. Martin, who became
governor in 1932.

75.5

0.1 CROSS RAILROAD TRACKS AND TURN RIGHT onto First Street by ,
the traffic light. The road follows along the shoulder bar that we crossed
earlier in the day. The Cheney loess island described at Stop 4 lies to the
west of town. Flood waters from the West Plains roared through the gap
between Wrights Hill and Needham Hill through the Meadow Lake channel
that follows SR 904 from the small community of Four Lakes to Cheney.
Water swirling about on the east side of Needham Hill flowed towards
Spangle, with a significant flow moving through the Fish Lake channel and
joining other flood water near the present site of Cheney.

76.5

1.0 Turn Right (northeast) at traffic light by Farmers and Merchants Bank onto
the Cheney-Spokane Road towards the town of Marshall. Note the small
flood bar exposure near the railroad tracks. The road continues to move
upstream towards the Missoula flood source even though the Minnie
Creek-Marshall Creek system drains downslope (northeast) into Latah
(Hangman) Creek.

77.4

0.9 Tall steptoe ahead on left is Prosser Hill (elev. 2708 feet; 826 m), an
extension of the Needham Hill steptoe complex that extends to here from
Four Lakes. Sufficient loess cover remains on the upper, down-flood side
of the steptoe allowing viable farming activity. The main flow of water into
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the Cheney-Palouse Tract was concentrated between Prosser Hill and
Rosa Butte about five miles (8 km) to the east along SR 195. The spillover
lake system (i.e. Meadow, Granite, Medical Lake, etc) supplied a smaller
but significant volume of water to the main flow in the scabland tract.
A spillover cataract initiated in basalt retreated along the east edge of
Prosser Hill and eventually cut into the underlying Pre-Tertiary steptoe
rocks to form the Fish Lake basin. The southern part of the flood channel is
drained by Minnie Creek and the northern, downvalley part by Marshall
Creek.
78.5

1.1 Road leaves the Columbia River Basalt (elev. 2400 feet; 730 m) as it drops
across basalt landslide boulders, the Latah formation (Miocene), and onto
the Pre-Tertiary (Precambrian Belt Supergroup locally intruded by
Mesozoic granitic rocks) steptoe rocks. Fish Lake on the right (east) side is
a plunge-pool lake (surface elevation 2171 feet; 662 m) excavation through
the basalt and into the underlying pre-Tertiary rocks.

79.5

1.0 TURN RIGHT towards entrance to Fish Lake County park and
Columbia Plateau Trail State Park.

79.6 0.1 STOP 6. Park near trailhead and walk 500 feet down trail to get a view of
Fish Lake. About 60 years after the Mullan Military Road was completed in 1862 , the
railroad magnate James J. Hill (The Empire Builder) began construction of the
Spokane, Portland, and Seattle (SP&S) Railroad. The railroad followed the Mullan ,
Road for a significant part of its route--again "fallowing the flood". The company was
affiliated with the Great Northern and later the Burlington Northern which ceased
operation of this route in 1987. The SP&S provided a quicker and more reliable route
across the Cascade Mountains through the Columbia Gorge and saved considerable
travel time. In hindsight the SP&S route was probably the better way for trains to cross
the Cascade Mountains. The tracks were pulled in 1992 and the roadbed became
part of the Rails to Trails program under the jurisdiction of Washington State Parks.
The Columbia Plateau Trail State Park could again be utilized as a transportation
corridor in the future should the railroad determine that a national or regional need
exists.
The Trail is 130 miles (209 km) long although only 23.6 miles (38 km) were developed
by 2001. The railroad corridor extends from Fish Lake to Lower Monumental Dam
along the Snake River and then downstream to Ice Harbor Dam and Pasco (Fig. 24).
Plans are underway to prepare the roadbed from Pasco to Ice Harbor Dam in 2002
and the City of Spokane is planning to connect the Plateau Trail with the Centennial
Trail in the Spokane Valley in the next few years.
The trail between here and the Cheney Trailhead is mostly in railroad cuts and
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exposes basalt locally overlain by coarse flood gravels. The segment southwest of the
Cheney Trailhead is mostly on top of the land surface and traverses through Turnbull
NWR where excellent examples of scabland landforms (mostly Butte and Basin) occur.
The eventual completion of the entire trail will open up many possibilities for flood
chasers, railroad buffs, and recreationists.
Missoula flood waters flowed YQ a pre-flood stream channel, through a low spillover
pass in the steptoe ridge here, and joined the main scabland in the Cheney area. The
breaching of the steptoe divide created yet another spillover lake. The channel
deepened and cut through the basalt eventually reaching the resistant quartzites and
other pre-Tertiary rocks buried below. Steep slopes on the north and a small alcove
are all that remain of the Pleistocene cataract turned rapids. The resistant character of
the pre-Tertiary rock promoted the eventual formation of rapids. Fish Lake (elev. 2171
feet; 662 m; depth is 48 feet; 15 m) is in a closed, double plunge-pool depression and
is spring fed. It's seasonal outlet appears to be under the fill by the Fish Lake
Trailhead into Minnie Creek. A short north-south elongated island surrounded by
abundant pond lilies marks the division between the two plunge pool basins.
79.8

0.2 Return to Cheney-Spokane Road and turn right (north). The road
fallows through the f load-scoured canyon all the way to Latah Creek, a
major tributary to the Spokane River.

80.2

0.4 Road crosses over the last of the pre-Tertiary outcrops. Butte and Basin
topography developed on the plateau basalt surf aces is out of view here
but flanks the flood valley for the next 1.4 miles (km).

81.3

1.1 Descend into slot-like flood channel cut into basalt and into pre-Tertiary
rock on the east side of the road. The southern edge of a large flood bar is
exposed on the left side of road. A thick flood deposit on the east side of
the West Plains built southward into the Fish Lake channel. The deposit
here is mostly thick flood sand interbedded with occasional thin lacustrine
layers. A Mount St. Helens S tephra layer (13,000 years old) just above
road level (Stradling and Kiver, 1986) near the Castle Materials sand pit
indicates that at least the upper part of the deposit is latest Wisconsin in
age. This is the site of the closed Marshall Landfill whose groundwater
discharge is monitored by the Washington State Department of Ecology.

81.9

0.6 Monitoring wells on left

82.3

0.4 Scribner Road leads to a rails-to-trails project that will utilize part of the
abandoned Milwaukee Railroad right-of-way to eventually connect the
Columbia Plateau State Park Trail with the Centennial Trail.

82.5

0.2 Pass access road to the small community of Marshall.
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83 .1 0.6 STOP 8. TURN LEFT into entrance to Key Rock gravel pit.
KEEP BACK FROM STEEP WALLS! The exposures here are continually
changing but usually show the complexity of deposition in this sand and gravel ·bar
(Fig. 25). Flood energy varied greatly along various parts of the bar and during the
initial and latter times of a single flood. Multiple floods are also part of the story here
represented by at least three high energy flood gravels separated by prominent
laminated fine-grained sand layers. A planar-bedded fine sand layer caps the
exposure on the south end of the pit, similar to the exposure that will be observed at
Stop 10. Excellent examples of high-angle crossbedding and matrix-poor gravel
deposits indicate rapid deposition under high-energy flow conditions. Planar stratified
granules and sand with occasional pebble and cobble clasts occur in the lower
depositional unit. Long sloping sand layers along the eastern edge of the pit formed
the outer edge of the developing flood bar as it .built southward into the Fish Lake
channel. Some of these long dipping beds are inclined to the northeast towards the
oncoming floods. Perhaps this wide area of the Fish Lake channel allowed eddying of
floodwaters here. Continue northeast along Fish Lake channel.

Figure 25. Exposure of flood sediment in Key Rock quarry near the town
of Marshall along the Cheney-Spokane Road.

83.4

0.3 Edge of massive flood bar complex on left across the valley.
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84. 4

1. 0 Basalt layers underlying the plateau surface on the right (east) are exposed
along the valley edge. Basalt on the left is mostly obscured by thick flood
sediment.

85.0

0.6 Cross tiny Marshall Creek. This is an excellent example of an underfit
stream; a stream which is much too small to have cut the valley that it
occupies. North wall of Latah Creek valley visible straight ahead.

87.6

2.6 Turn right onto Qualchan Road. Qualchin was one of the Salish
chiefs who turned himself in to Colonel George Wright in 1858 after Wright
had seized Qualchin's father Owhi who had arrived to discuss peace.
Qualchin was informed that his father would be killed if he did not
surrender. Wright later wrote, "Qual-chian came to me at 9 o'clock this
morning and at 9:15 a.m. he was hung" (Kirk and Alexander, 1990, p. 10).
Later that day Wright hanged six Palouse Indians and "his soldiers hanged
four more and shot Chief Owhi as he tried to escape".

88.0

0.4 Turn right onto Lincoln Way into Qualchan Hills development.
Proceed up hill over flood gravels lying on the Latah Formation. Large
isolated basalt blocks are either invasive flows or landslide.

88. 7

0. 7 Latah slope on right is being revegetated.

89.0 0.3 STOP 9. OVERVIEW OF LATAH CREEK VALLEY AND
QUALCHAN GOLF COURSE OUTCROP. Park in turnaround on dead-end road
(elevation 2200 feet; 670 m). Floodwaters escaping from the Spokane Valley flowed
across Moran Prairie and the South Hill district of Spokane located directly across the
valley from this viewpoint. Try to imagine the ferocity of 300 to 400 feet (90-120 m) of
floodwater swirling over the South Hill during the larger floods as it was hell-bent to
inundate the West Spokane Plains and to reach the lower elevations along the Snake
and Columbia Rivers to the south. Because of slightly lower elevations, most of the
floodwater escaping into the Cheney-Palouse Scabland Tract swept across this site
on its way to the Cheney and Spangle areas.

The undercut bank visible along Latah Creek just north of the Qualchan Hills Golf
Course (Stop 11) exposes a sequence of flood sediments interbedded with fine silts
and clays deposited in glacial Lake Columbia and perhaps glacial Lake Spokane.
Stop 1O (Campion Park) along Latah Creek by Hatch Road is just out of view to the
southeast and shows a similar sequence of Pleistocene-age sediments. Return to
Qualchan Road.
90.0

1.0 Turn right on Qualchan Road.

90.6

0.6 Turn right onto SR 195. The route heads south, with the flow again for
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a few miles! The road follows up Latah (Hangman) Creek, the only major
north-flowing tributary to the Spokane River. Larger Missoula Floods
overwhelmed the Latah Creek valley by topping the 2400 foot (730 m)
divide and spilling southward towards the Cheney and Spangle areas.
Most of the flow towards Spangle was diverted back into the main chan~el
of the Cheney-Palouse but a small overflow went up North Pine Creek \
towards the towns of Spangle and Rosalia. Note the Missoula Flood and 1
Pleistocene lake sediments across the highway on the left (east) exposed
by erosion along Latah Creek.
92.3

1. 7 Hatch road intersection, continue straight on SR 195 in left lane to utilize a
safer turn around.

92. 7

0.4 White Road on right, prepare to utiliz~ the crossover road ahead to enter
the one-way section of SR 195 towards Spokane.

93.2

0.5 Turn left into cross over and proceed north.

94.1

0.9 Hatch Road intersection, continue straight ahead in right lane

94.5 0.4 Stop 8. Proceed past the Campion Park sign and pull off the
roadway into a parking area blocked by large boulders. The park was
established in 1966 by the Department of Natural Resources as an aquatic lands
enhancement. The spectacular exposure of sediments (Fig. 26) in the undercut bank
here were studied by Meyer (1999). He separated the flood sediments here into lower,
and upper flood units separated by lacustrine deposits of sand, silt, and clay. The
lower flood beds were identified as pre-late Wisconsin rhythmites based on varve-like
couplets and radiocarbon dates of 32,450 +/- 830 years and greater than 40,000 years
on wood fragments. The upper flood beds are considered to be late Wisconsin which
is consistent with radiocarbon dates and Mount St. Helens Set S ash found in other
sites on the West Spokane Plain (Stradling and Kiver, 1986) and in near-surface flood
deposits in southern Washington (e.g. Bjornstad, 1980; Moody, 1987; and Waitt,
1980). The upper flood beds are graded slackwater sediments and resemble the
Touchet Beds of southern Washington (Meyer, 1999, p.24).
The northern exposure (on left side of gully) of dipping flood deposits are believed to
have slumped shortly after deposition of the lower flood deposits based ,,on a
paleomagnetic study of secular variation by Breckenridge and others (1999).
Diverting of Latah Creek both upstream and downstream during road building by the
Washington State Department of Transportation coupled with two fifty-year floods
during the 1996-1997 winter caused an undercutting of the slope leading to unstable
conditions and mass movements. This has led to a number of lawsuits involving the
Highland Park developer, realtors, consultants, engineering firms, and a swarm of
lawyers.
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Boulders placed at the base of the bluff have so far retarded additional undercutting,
but the addition of irrigation and runoff water has caused water to seep out through the
sediments even during the extremely dry year of 2001. Water seepage further
contributes to slope failures. During remediation efforts and slope grading a landslide
occurred on July 30, 1999. An attempt at slope stabilization by placing boulder riprap
and revegetation has been made by the latest contractor.
94.6

0.1 Continue north on SR 195. Note the outcrops of rhythmites along Latah
Creek. Wood from the lower part was dated as greater than 40,000 years
(Meyer, 1999).

95. 9

1.3 View of excellent exposure of flood sediments at our next stop in undercut
bank on north edge of Qualchan golf course (Fig. 27).

96 .5 0.6 STOP 9. QUALCHAN GOLF COURSE. Pull off into wide pullout just
past the golf course. Cross creek if water level permits and walk back to massive
exposure in the undercut bank. This is the site where strong evidence for multiple
floods separated by time intervals was first described (Stradling and others, 1980;
Rigby, 1982; Waitt, 1984, 1985). The concensus of these workers is that the 15 or
more coarse sand rhythmites in the lower section each represents a separate flood.
Except where eroded, each rhythmite is separated by thin sections of clay and silt
microvarves that each represents some tens of years of lake deposition. Load
structures and rip-up clasts are indicative of the torrential nature of the water
depositing the coarse sands into the quiet waters of glacial Lake Columbia or
Spokane.
Gravels lie unconformably over the rhythmites and in turn are capped by finer-textured
sediments similar to the Touchet Beds of southern Washington. This requires that one
or more floods occurred after the deposition of the lower rhythmites and that the floods
coursed across a subaerial rather than a sub-lacustrine (lake) environment. Thus the
glacial lake occupying the Spokane and Latah valleys was drawn down when these
flood sediments were deposited, probably during late Wisconsin time.
Unfortunately, no datable organic material or volcanic ash has yet been located in this
exposure other than the Mazama ash that fills the paleochannel on the north end.
However, the physical properties of the rhythmites and their stratigraphic position are
similar to the lower flood beds at Campion Park and suggest that they are correlated.
END OF FIELD TRIP
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